
For the last 3 years we have written about board incompetence We got verbal support, but no 

one ever took any action based on our exposes. The failure to act, emboldened the board to the 

point of inattentiveness. Mandatory membership is taken for granted, while they cater to the 

non-resident members because they can quit. That gives them leverage the captives do not 

have. Delaire, once a TIER ONE CLUB, has become a semi-private club, reduced in status by 

introducing Non-resident membership.  Non-residents pay NO INITIATION FEES and HALF 

DUES.  Not being pro-active has hidden costs, appearing when the house is put on the market. 

There are 42 Houses for sale with more coming, the most we ever had.  Mandatory membership 

once hovered at 326, now reduced to 280. That sends a strong message that a need for change 

has arrived! Homes in Delaire sell at almost 50% below market price.  When they can’t sell 

them, they abandoned them. That’s how we reduced the number to 280 full paying resident 

members. The longer we remain with the NRNE program, the longer we will suffer. The $10 

million-dollar 5-year Plan cures nothing.  It only intensifies the problem by dues increases to 

pay for unneeded programs.  Delaire already has an impressive Club House and health facility. 

Delaire’s programs need change, not the Club House.  

Mandatory Membership with high dues and Non-Resident membership with HALF DUES AND 

NO INITIATION FEES discourages home buying. Both programs are outdated and need to be 

eliminated before we can sell homes at market pricing. Golf Club Communities thrive on 

turnover of housing to collect initiation fees that allow upgrading the club without raising dues. 

Golf and Country Clubs have lost their luster.  Remaining solvent requires drastic changes, not 

business as usual. New home buyers will not invest if they don’t have the freedom of selling 

their homes to anybody.  

THAT MAKES VOTING-OUT MANDATORY 

MEMBERSHIP & EQUALIZING DUES PRIORITY ONE. 
 

UNTIL WE COMPLETE THESE STEPS WE CANNOT GO FORWARD WITH ANY NEW PROGRAMS!!     

Members Beware!!!  The $10 million-dollar, 5-year program will bring INSOLVENCY, not NEW 

MEMBERS!!  Our present debt, including LEASING and POA borrowing is over $10 million 

dollars.  Adding another $10 million is a greater RISK than voting out Mandatory Membership 
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and raising Non-resident dues. Witnessing the INES GARCIA event proved the Board does no 

research on programs. The $150,000 presentation to lull us during the Town Hall Meeting, was 

wiped-out overnight when they had to terminate GARCIA. In the real world, that would force 

Zucker and Simon to resign. How can we trust the Board with another $10 million dollar 

program that was not thought-out? It is another example of 4 years ago, the $4.4 million dollar 

not to exceed Golf enhancement program. It’s time to stop and think! The board, in their latest 

Garcia failed program has showcased they don’t exercise Fiduciary Responsibility and lack 

competence. Until they show concern, we cannot allow the VOTE ON ANOTHER BOARD 

SPONSORED PROGRAM. Read: 12/22/19 How Can We Trust Them 
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